In this paper, we establish an interesting relation between left thickness and topological left thickness in semigroups by showing that a Borel subset T of a locally compact semigroup S is topological left thick in 5 iff a certain subset Mt associated with T is left thick in a semigroup Si containing S, or equivalent, iff My contains a left ideal of Si. Our results contain a topological analogue of a result of H. Junghenn in [Amenability of function spaces on thick subsemigroups, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 75 (1979), 37-41]. However, even in the case of discrete semigroups, our results are more general and in a way more natural than those of Junghenn's. Furthermore, the fact that Mt is left thick iff it contains a left ideal in Si is quite surprising, since in general, a left thick subset need not contain a left ideal although the converse is always true.
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ABSTRACT.
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Introduction.
For terminologies in analysis on semigroups, we shall follow Junghenn [4] and Wong [13] . Also, this paper is a sequel to Wong [13] and we shall freely use the notations there.
Let S be a locally compact (separately continuous) semigroup with convolution measure algebra M(S) and let Mq(S), as usual, be the convolution semigroup of probability measures on S. Also let X c M(S)* be a linear subspace of M(S)* containing the constant functional 1. Throughout this paper, we assume that X is topological left invariant: pOX C X for any p G M (S) where pÇ)F(v) = F(p * u), F e X, v E M (S). X is called topological left introverted if ML(X) c X for all MeM(S)** where
If T is a Borel subset of S, we define the characteristic functional \t of T by Xt(p) = ß{T), p E M(S) (so that xs = 1) while (unlike in Junghenn [4] ) the characteristic function of T is denoted by £r (as in Wong [13] ). We say that T is topological left X-thick in S iff for each triple (e,p,F) where e > 0, p G Mo(S) with compact support and F G X, xt < F < 1, there is some v E M0(S) with compact support such that F(p * v) > 1 -e.
Notice that when X = M(S)*, this is exactly the definition of left lumpiness introduced by Day [1] For each p G M0(S), define Q(p) E X* by Q(p)(F) = F(p), F EX. It is well known that each Q(p) is a mean on X and that the set of all such means is weak* dense in the set M(X) of all means on X.
2. Some preliminary results. The next theorem is a topological analogue and extension of results in Junghenn [4] and Wong [13] . Note that we do not require X to have any algebra structure (nor to be norm closed) unlike in [4] . In fact, M(S)* is not an algebra with respect to pointwise product. REMARKS. Note that we do not require X to be a lattice, unlike in [4] . (A norm closed subalgebra of B(S) must be a lattice, see Douglas [3] .) (2) The map r in general is not onto, unlike the Gel'fand Naïmark isomorphism used in [4 and 13] . 4. The extent of r(X). In general, the smaller the space W, the easier for Mt (X) to be left VK-thick (and T topological left X-thick). From Theorem 3.2, the smallest W is the left invariant linear sublattice W(X) of B(Si) generated by r(X). But this is not readily identifiable. We now give some easily identifiable choices of W. (2) One can also show that right and left weak almost periodicity are equivalent by using the corresponding result in C(Si) via the isometry r. pointwise on Si, hence weakly in C(Si). Therefore L(M)t(F) E t(X) (which is weakly closed in C(Si)). Now if W is the norm closed subalgebra (or sublattice) of C(Si) generated by r(X), then W is automatically left invariant (since the left translation operators in C(Si) (or B(Si)) axe multiplicative, linear and norm continuous) and Theorem 3.2 continues to hold for this W.
5. An application. We now present an application to left amenable semigroups. But first a lemma. The reader is referred to Wong [12, Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 4.1] for a proof. The earliest form of these results is due to Mitchell [6] . Our proof is different from that in [4] which depends on the Gel'fand Naïmark isomorphism (our map r is not onto). we use the fact that X is a lattice.) It follows that M(F) = 0 whenever F\t = 0 which implies (1) of which (3) is a special case.
